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1. ALL ABOUT STANDING WAVES…
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A SCHEMATIC OF OUR VOCAL TRACTS



STANDING WAVES AND RESONANCES

What are three places we don’t have standing waves?What are three places we don’t have standing waves?What are three places we don’t have standing waves?What are three places we don’t have standing waves?

1.1.1.1. sky divingsky divingsky divingsky diving

2.2.2.2. Anechoic chambersAnechoic chambersAnechoic chambersAnechoic chambers

3.3.3.3. …. We shall see……. We shall see……. We shall see……. We shall see…
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QUARTER WAVELENGTH RESONATORS

Related to length onlyRelated to length onlyRelated to length onlyRelated to length only

F (2kF (2kF (2kF (2k----1)v/4L1)v/4L1)v/4L1)v/4L

V is the speed of sound (34,000 cm/sec)V is the speed of sound (34,000 cm/sec)V is the speed of sound (34,000 cm/sec)V is the speed of sound (34,000 cm/sec)

L is the length of the tubeL is the length of the tubeL is the length of the tubeL is the length of the tube
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SPEED AS A FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE
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EXAMPLE #1:  F1 FOR [A]

F=(2(1)F=(2(1)F=(2(1)F=(2(1)----1) x 34,000/4 x 171) x 34,000/4 x 171) x 34,000/4 x 171) x 34,000/4 x 17

F=1 x 34,000/68F=1 x 34,000/68F=1 x 34,000/68F=1 x 34,000/68

F1=500/sec = 500 HzF1=500/sec = 500 HzF1=500/sec = 500 HzF1=500/sec = 500 Hz



EXAMPLE #2:  F2 FOR [A]

F=(2(2)F=(2(2)F=(2(2)F=(2(2)----1) x 34,000/4 x 171) x 34,000/4 x 171) x 34,000/4 x 171) x 34,000/4 x 17

F=3 x 34,000/68F=3 x 34,000/68F=3 x 34,000/68F=3 x 34,000/68

F2=1500/sec = 1500 HzF2=1500/sec = 1500 HzF2=1500/sec = 1500 HzF2=1500/sec = 1500 Hz



EXAMPLE #3:  F3 FOR [A]

F=(2(3)F=(2(3)F=(2(3)F=(2(3)----1) x 34,000/4 x 171) x 34,000/4 x 171) x 34,000/4 x 171) x 34,000/4 x 17

F=5 x 34,000/68F=5 x 34,000/68F=5 x 34,000/68F=5 x 34,000/68

F3=2500/sec = 2500 HzF3=2500/sec = 2500 HzF3=2500/sec = 2500 HzF3=2500/sec = 2500 Hz



VOWEL [A] AS IN ‘FATHER’



F1 OF [A]



F2 OF [A]



F3 OF [A]



EXAMPLE #H:  (F1 IN HELIUM)

F=(2(1)F=(2(1)F=(2(1)F=(2(1)----1) x 100,000/4 x 171) x 100,000/4 x 171) x 100,000/4 x 171) x 100,000/4 x 17

F=1470.5 Hz (F=1470.5 Hz (F=1470.5 Hz (F=1470.5 Hz (~ 1500 Hz)~ 1500 Hz)~ 1500 Hz)~ 1500 Hz)





S0… QUARTER WAVELENGTH RESONATORS

Odd multiples of the first resonanceOdd multiples of the first resonanceOdd multiples of the first resonanceOdd multiples of the first resonance

No information on amplitude of formantsNo information on amplitude of formantsNo information on amplitude of formantsNo information on amplitude of formants

Only found in a tube that is open at one end and closed at the other.Only found in a tube that is open at one end and closed at the other.Only found in a tube that is open at one end and closed at the other.Only found in a tube that is open at one end and closed at the other.



REUR UNOBSTRUCTED EAR CANAL
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REUR DUE TO OBSTRUCTED EAR CANAL
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CHANGE IN REUR DUE TO OBSTRUCTED EAR 

CANAL



NO QUARTER WAVELENGTH RESONANCES IN 

CUSTOM PRODUCTS… NO STANDING WAVES…

F = v/4L  F = v/4L  F = v/4L  F = v/4L  

If L = 1 cmIf L = 1 cmIf L = 1 cmIf L = 1 cm

Then F = 8500 HzThen F = 8500 HzThen F = 8500 HzThen F = 8500 Hz
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REAL LENGTH AND “ACOUSTIC LENGTH”

KEMAR’s ear canal length is 21.5 mmKEMAR’s ear canal length is 21.5 mmKEMAR’s ear canal length is 21.5 mmKEMAR’s ear canal length is 21.5 mm

Adult ear canal length is 28 mmAdult ear canal length is 28 mmAdult ear canal length is 28 mmAdult ear canal length is 28 mm

F = v/4LF = v/4LF = v/4LF = v/4L

1. Compliance of TM1. Compliance of TM1. Compliance of TM1. Compliance of TM

2. 2. 2. 2. InertanceInertanceInertanceInertance (mass of air) at open end(mass of air) at open end(mass of air) at open end(mass of air) at open end
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QUARTER WAVELENGTH RESONANCES…

Odd numbered multiples of the first modeOdd numbered multiples of the first modeOdd numbered multiples of the first modeOdd numbered multiples of the first mode

Found only in tubes closed at one end and open at the otherFound only in tubes closed at one end and open at the otherFound only in tubes closed at one end and open at the otherFound only in tubes closed at one end and open at the other

Both the open end and the closed end can provide some additional lengthBoth the open end and the closed end can provide some additional lengthBoth the open end and the closed end can provide some additional lengthBoth the open end and the closed end can provide some additional length

No information on the resulting amplitude… dampingNo information on the resulting amplitude… dampingNo information on the resulting amplitude… dampingNo information on the resulting amplitude… damping
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2. ALL ABOUT DAMPING…
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REACTANCE AND RESISTANCE

Reactance is a function of frequency and is made up of both stiffness and mass Reactance is a function of frequency and is made up of both stiffness and mass Reactance is a function of frequency and is made up of both stiffness and mass Reactance is a function of frequency and is made up of both stiffness and mass 

componentscomponentscomponentscomponents

Resistance is independent of frequency and is a characteristic of the system.Resistance is independent of frequency and is a characteristic of the system.Resistance is independent of frequency and is a characteristic of the system.Resistance is independent of frequency and is a characteristic of the system.

At resonance, reactance = At resonance, reactance = At resonance, reactance = At resonance, reactance = 0000
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IMPEDANCE AT RESONANCE

Z=Z=Z=Z= ���������
�
+ ��	
	�����

�

At resonance, reactance = 0 (mass = stiffness components)At resonance, reactance = 0 (mass = stiffness components)At resonance, reactance = 0 (mass = stiffness components)At resonance, reactance = 0 (mass = stiffness components)

Z = resistance (independent of frequency)Z = resistance (independent of frequency)Z = resistance (independent of frequency)Z = resistance (independent of frequency)

At resonance…At resonance…At resonance…At resonance…

Z = pure resistive dampingZ = pure resistive dampingZ = pure resistive dampingZ = pure resistive damping
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ALL RESONANT PEAKS OF SIMILAR AMPLITUDE
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SPECIFIC IMPEDANCE

Z= Z= Z= Z= ρv/area   (cgs)

Z= density of air x speed of sound / cross sectional area of tube (cgs)

Z= 0.0012gr/cm3 x 34,000 cm/sec / 0.0314 cm2

Z=1300 Ω

So…. A tube that has an inner diameter of 2 mm (0.2 cm) such as #13 tubing has a 

specific impedance of Z=1300 Ω. 

It takes Z=1300 Ω to get rid of all tubing related resonances. (we use 1500 Ω)

It would take Z >> 1300 Ω for a thin tube. Independent of frequency
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(KNOWLES) ACOUSTIC RESISTORS (DAMPERS)
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A SCHEMATIC OF OUR VOCAL TRACTS (F3)



F1 OF [A].  ALSO 1000 HZ TUBING RESONANCE



F2 OF [A].  ALSO SECOND RESONANCE (3KHZ)



F3 OF [A].  ALSO THIRD RESONANCE (5KHZ)



RESISTANCE AT END OF SPEAKING TUBE
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DAMPING AND CREST FACTOR

Crest factor: (peak Crest factor: (peak Crest factor: (peak Crest factor: (peak –––– RMS)RMS)RMS)RMS)

�Speech has a crest factor of 12 dB

�Music has a crest factor -up to 18 dB

�Less damping.



CREST FACTOR

Peak 

Level

RMS 

Level



LET’S RE-EXAMINE THE CREST FACTOR 

FOR SPEECH …

Analysis window Analysis window Analysis window Analysis window 

((((msecmsecmsecmsec))))

500500500500 400400400400 300300300300 200200200200 125125125125 100100100100 50505050 25252525

Crest factor (dB)Crest factor (dB)Crest factor (dB)Crest factor (dB) 12.46 12.48 12.4
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LET’S RE-EXAMINE THE CREST FACTOR 

FOR SPEECH …
Sivian and White (1933) Sivian and White (1933) Sivian and White (1933) Sivian and White (1933) 

and Cox et al. (1988)and Cox et al. (1988)and Cox et al. (1988)and Cox et al. (1988)

----assumed the analyzing window assumed the analyzing window assumed the analyzing window assumed the analyzing window 

should be 125 msec.should be 125 msec.should be 125 msec.should be 125 msec.

… but we are not talking about our … but we are not talking about our … but we are not talking about our … but we are not talking about our 

auditory systems, only the front end.auditory systems, only the front end.auditory systems, only the front end.auditory systems, only the front end.



WHAT THE CREST FACTOR CAN TELL US 

ABOUT SPEECH…
If the crest factor is actually a function of the If the crest factor is actually a function of the If the crest factor is actually a function of the If the crest factor is actually a function of the 

window of analysis, then a hard of hearing window of analysis, then a hard of hearing window of analysis, then a hard of hearing window of analysis, then a hard of hearing 

person’s own voice can overdrive their own person’s own voice can overdrive their own person’s own voice can overdrive their own person’s own voice can overdrive their own 

hearing aid!hearing aid!hearing aid!hearing aid!

84 dB input + 16 dB crest factor > 96 dB84 dB input + 16 dB crest factor > 96 dB84 dB input + 16 dB crest factor > 96 dB84 dB input + 16 dB crest factor > 96 dB



3. ACOUSTIC TRANSFORMER EFFECT

The advantages of flaring the tubingThe advantages of flaring the tubingThe advantages of flaring the tubingThe advantages of flaring the tubing

1.    F = v/2L1.    F = v/2L1.    F = v/2L1.    F = v/2L

2.    Flare needs to be >1/3 of the L for any effect2.    Flare needs to be >1/3 of the L for any effect2.    Flare needs to be >1/3 of the L for any effect2.    Flare needs to be >1/3 of the L for any effect

The intensity of all frequencies whose one half the total length of the tubing are The intensity of all frequencies whose one half the total length of the tubing are The intensity of all frequencies whose one half the total length of the tubing are The intensity of all frequencies whose one half the total length of the tubing are 

enhanced by having a flare or horn….enhanced by having a flare or horn….enhanced by having a flare or horn….enhanced by having a flare or horn….

…. High frequencies are enhanced…. High frequencies are enhanced…. High frequencies are enhanced…. High frequencies are enhanced
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EXAMPLES OF FLARES…



BUT NOT….

FLARE < 1/3LFLARE < 1/3LFLARE < 1/3LFLARE < 1/3L
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AMPLIFICATION FACTOR

Amplification for higher frequencies up to…. X dBAmplification for higher frequencies up to…. X dBAmplification for higher frequencies up to…. X dBAmplification for higher frequencies up to…. X dB

10log(area of wider end of flare/area of narrower end of flare)10log(area of wider end of flare/area of narrower end of flare)10log(area of wider end of flare/area of narrower end of flare)10log(area of wider end of flare/area of narrower end of flare)

Function of the ratio and not the absolute valuesFunction of the ratio and not the absolute valuesFunction of the ratio and not the absolute valuesFunction of the ratio and not the absolute values

Useful for anything that is flaredUseful for anything that is flaredUseful for anything that is flaredUseful for anything that is flared
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ACOUSTIC TRANSFORMER EFFECT
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AMPLIFICATION FACTOR

4 mm Libby horn4 mm Libby horn4 mm Libby horn4 mm Libby horn

From 2 mm (ID of #13 tubing) to 4 mmFrom 2 mm (ID of #13 tubing) to 4 mmFrom 2 mm (ID of #13 tubing) to 4 mmFrom 2 mm (ID of #13 tubing) to 4 mm

10log (10log (10log (10log (ππππrrrr2222 of of of of wider / πrwider / πrwider / πrwider / πr2222 of narrower portionof narrower portionof narrower portionof narrower portion))))

=  =  =  =  10log (210log (210log (210log (22222) = 2 x 10log (2) = 6dB) = 2 x 10log (2) = 6dB) = 2 x 10log (2) = 6dB) = 2 x 10log (2) = 6dB

…. Also 6 dB from 1 mm ID to 2 mm ID (for thin tube)…. Also 6 dB from 1 mm ID to 2 mm ID (for thin tube)…. Also 6 dB from 1 mm ID to 2 mm ID (for thin tube)…. Also 6 dB from 1 mm ID to 2 mm ID (for thin tube)
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ADVANTAGES OF USING AN ACOUSTIC HORN

Not as much of an advantage as in the 1980s for hearing aids Not as much of an advantage as in the 1980s for hearing aids Not as much of an advantage as in the 1980s for hearing aids Not as much of an advantage as in the 1980s for hearing aids 

(class A amplifiers)(class A amplifiers)(class A amplifiers)(class A amplifiers)

Maintenance of headroom Maintenance of headroom Maintenance of headroom Maintenance of headroom 

---- for frequency response and OSPL90 curvesfor frequency response and OSPL90 curvesfor frequency response and OSPL90 curvesfor frequency response and OSPL90 curves

Better battery lifeBetter battery lifeBetter battery lifeBetter battery life
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ACOUSTIC TRANSFORMER EFFECT

(HTTP://NEWS.DISCOVERY.COM/ANIMALS/FISH-

CONVERTS-OYSTER-SHELL-INTO-SPEAKER-BLASTS-

NOISE-141217.HTM



4. BOYLE’S LAW

first published 1660 

residual volume α 1/ pressure

long canals, lower residual volume, higher SPL

independent of frequency (like damping)

residual volume α 1/ impedance
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BOYLE’S LAW….. 2 COROLLARIES

1.1.1.1. Sound pressure is inversely related to residual volumeSound pressure is inversely related to residual volumeSound pressure is inversely related to residual volumeSound pressure is inversely related to residual volume

2.2.2.2. For small residual volumes, TM and middle ear structures become important… For small residual volumes, TM and middle ear structures become important… For small residual volumes, TM and middle ear structures become important… For small residual volumes, TM and middle ear structures become important… 

RECD RECD RECD RECD immplicationsimmplicationsimmplicationsimmplications
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1. DEEP CANAL HEARING AID AND SPL
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HIGH FREQUENCIES SEE A BRICK WALL
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HIGH FREQUENCIES SEE A BRICK WALL

Low frequencies see a much larger volume (1.4 cc) Low frequencies see a much larger volume (1.4 cc) Low frequencies see a much larger volume (1.4 cc) Low frequencies see a much larger volume (1.4 cc) 

than higher frequencies do (0.4 cc)than higher frequencies do (0.4 cc)than higher frequencies do (0.4 cc)than higher frequencies do (0.4 cc)

Boyle’s Law predicts a lower SPL for lower frequencies Boyle’s Law predicts a lower SPL for lower frequencies Boyle’s Law predicts a lower SPL for lower frequencies Boyle’s Law predicts a lower SPL for lower frequencies 

than for higher frequencies.than for higher frequencies.than for higher frequencies.than for higher frequencies.

Its as if Boyle’s Law moves ahead with a Its as if Boyle’s Law moves ahead with a Its as if Boyle’s Law moves ahead with a Its as if Boyle’s Law moves ahead with a 

hand break on for low frequencies.hand break on for low frequencies.hand break on for low frequencies.hand break on for low frequencies.
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0.4 CC VS. 2.0 CC COUPLERS  (KILLION, 2015)
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2. BOYLE’S LAW FOR DEEP CANAL FITTINGS. 

Not only is the middle ear system impedance now a factorNot only is the middle ear system impedance now a factorNot only is the middle ear system impedance now a factorNot only is the middle ear system impedance now a factor

BUT also, because the real ear canal is more flexible than a hard walled coupler, BUT also, because the real ear canal is more flexible than a hard walled coupler, BUT also, because the real ear canal is more flexible than a hard walled coupler, BUT also, because the real ear canal is more flexible than a hard walled coupler, 

there is an additional high frequency transmission in the real ear…. An added there is an additional high frequency transmission in the real ear…. An added there is an additional high frequency transmission in the real ear…. An added there is an additional high frequency transmission in the real ear…. An added 

component to the RECDcomponent to the RECDcomponent to the RECDcomponent to the RECD

Because the ear drum and middle ear system has a low impedance relative to a hard Because the ear drum and middle ear system has a low impedance relative to a hard Because the ear drum and middle ear system has a low impedance relative to a hard Because the ear drum and middle ear system has a low impedance relative to a hard 

walled coupler, the transmission is dependent on frequency with more net high walled coupler, the transmission is dependent on frequency with more net high walled coupler, the transmission is dependent on frequency with more net high walled coupler, the transmission is dependent on frequency with more net high 

frequency energy being transmitted than in a hard walled coupler.frequency energy being transmitted than in a hard walled coupler.frequency energy being transmitted than in a hard walled coupler.frequency energy being transmitted than in a hard walled coupler.
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5.  PINNA EFFECT AND HIGH FREQUENCIES

The acoustic impedance of the acoustic The acoustic impedance of the acoustic The acoustic impedance of the acoustic The acoustic impedance of the acoustic inertanceinertanceinertanceinertance is proportional to frequency….is proportional to frequency….is proportional to frequency….is proportional to frequency….

…. High frequencies hate obstructions…. High frequencies hate obstructions…. High frequencies hate obstructions…. High frequencies hate obstructions

… they reflect…… they reflect…… they reflect…… they reflect…
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PINNA EFFECT

Net high frequency boost in sound levelNet high frequency boost in sound levelNet high frequency boost in sound levelNet high frequency boost in sound level

depends on width and mass of  obstructiondepends on width and mass of  obstructiondepends on width and mass of  obstructiondepends on width and mass of  obstruction

Human pinnae tend to obstruct (and reflect) Human pinnae tend to obstruct (and reflect) Human pinnae tend to obstruct (and reflect) Human pinnae tend to obstruct (and reflect) 

sounds in excess of 1500 Hzsounds in excess of 1500 Hzsounds in excess of 1500 Hzsounds in excess of 1500 Hz
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PINNA EFFECT AND PERFORMANCE STAGES

Backing an orchestra off 2 meters from the lip of the stageBacking an orchestra off 2 meters from the lip of the stageBacking an orchestra off 2 meters from the lip of the stageBacking an orchestra off 2 meters from the lip of the stage

Acts as an acoustic mirrorActs as an acoustic mirrorActs as an acoustic mirrorActs as an acoustic mirror

Net high frequency boost “after” the musician.Net high frequency boost “after” the musician.Net high frequency boost “after” the musician.Net high frequency boost “after” the musician.
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NET BOOST CAUSED BY HAVING 2 METERS OF 

FLOOR “MIRROR” IN FRONT OF ORCHESTRA
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FORGOTTEN ACOUSTICS

Marshall.Chasin@rogers.comMarshall.Chasin@rogers.comMarshall.Chasin@rogers.comMarshall.Chasin@rogers.com

Hearing Review May 2013 Part 1 (acoustics)Hearing Review May 2013 Part 1 (acoustics)Hearing Review May 2013 Part 1 (acoustics)Hearing Review May 2013 Part 1 (acoustics)

Hearing Hearing Hearing Hearing Review June 2013 Part 2 (deep canal acoustics)Review June 2013 Part 2 (deep canal acoustics)Review June 2013 Part 2 (deep canal acoustics)Review June 2013 Part 2 (deep canal acoustics)
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